
GREAT ACTING ADVICE FROM 
AROUND THE WORLD

Collected by Evette Henderson

“Don't try to play a character, be the character. Be human,” 
Kathy Schenfelt.

“"Learn your lines perfectly then forget them when you audition 
and BE the character instead." If you know the lines then you know 
the slice of the character the CD (casting director) is looking 
for and then you can just be that character in the audition,” 
Ron McMahon.

“Listen with your bone marrow,” Jordan Borges.

“In rehearsals, imagine that you are digging a winding path down a 
big mountain. When you are ready to begin performances, imagine 
that you have poured water onto the path. The water knows exactly 
where it's going. You don't (as the actor) have to worry about 
anything, because everything has been laid out beautifully for 
you,” Jeffrey Gitelle.

“Don't just read the words... feel the emotion,” Janet Scott.

“You are not acting, you are listening and reacting. Be in the 
moment and live truthfully as that character,” Aimee Theresa.

“Go for the essence of the character with every move,” 
Brad Pretkerg.

“Never give up!" by Ruth Gordon,” Stephen Foster.

“You don't have to be insane to be a good actor. But it helps!” 
Åsmund-Brede Eike.

“Think on your lines. It means to think while you're talking 
rather than in between lines,” Davie Murray Jaffe.

"If you still worry about the script, stick those lines up where 
the sun don't shine and start acting,” George Reeves.

“Prepare thoroughly; then switch off your own thoughts, and think 
only the ones your character would think.,” Abigail Hamilton.

“Out of the head into the Space :),” Tommie Grabiec.
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“Listen! I've seen it so many times: actors are just concerned 
with their next line and are not listening to the actors around 
them--not only are they not 'in the scene' they are caught unaware 
when something is skipped or mis-stated and their next line comes 
out as an odd response,” Mary Vuong.

“Acting is doing,” Antoinette K. Harris.

“"Know your words and don't bump into the furniture" by Spencer 
Tracy’” Michael Ray Davis.

“Every performance should have three acts - ACT, REACT, INTERACT!” 
Dennis DiMartino.

“Best way to deal with nerves? Focus on the other person in the 
scene. If you're watching what they're doing with their hands (for 
example) you won't be worrying about what to do with yours. You're 
not self-conscious, but other conscious. It's an amazingly 
effective tool. 

Works at auditions, too. If you're nervous focus on what the 
person holding the audition is doing and saying. You won't have 
room in your head for nerves, you'll be far too occupied doing 
something useful-like really listening,” Simon Wright.

“"To grasp the full significance of life is the actor's duty, to 
interpret it is his problem, and to express it his dedication." by 
Marlon Brando,” Franklin Himes.

“Don't worry about following this method, or that method. If 
something works for you, USE IT, regardless of where it comes 
from." Heard it at a seminar a few years back,” Phil Miler.

“For acting for the camera: Plant your feet in a wide enough 
stance to be relaxed, comfortable but solidly rooted. That way you 
won't sway and hold frame,” Patrick O’Connor.

“Don't overly complicate things. Be flexible and pay attention. 
The audition for the role I'm currently doing is a good example. 
Halfway through the scene my scene partner took my character's 
lines. I didn't miss a beat but kept the scene rolling. I'm cast, 
she isn't,” Brooke Andrews.
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“Don't play emotions; don't play a character; play the intention 
of your character - Ian Ormsby Knox, acting tutor,” John Mc.

“Come into your scene wanting "something". Try whatever it takes 
to get that something. Your Scene partner is the obstacle to what 
you want. But you have to win. Hmmmm, sounds like Drama to me. Too 
much going on to be nervous, don't ya think?” Aaron Malberg.

“Come from somewhere with something. Commit!” George Schiavone.

“Get into the zone! Dont THINK about a scene, BE in the scene,” 
Tim Bruce.

“Be yourself. That's the best way to be original. And read the 
script 20 times. Know it by heart. That must be your bible,” 
Elisabeth Duda.

“Best tips I give actors is to stop acting and start being the 
charcter. Best acting tip I got was, " Never Never Never Never 
Never Never Never, give up!” David Frank Gallagher.

“If you're feeling nervous, realize that you can harness that 
nervous energy and use it. It's all right to have butterflies in 
your stomach as long as you can make them fly in formation. 

When I directed A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum, 
Stephen Sondheim sent my cast a letter with the following advice: 
"Have fun with it, but not too much, or the audience won't," 
Douglas Hicton.

“The best acting advice I ever received was, "Do the work, and let 
it go!" Also, "Treat every audition like you're already the 
character and it's opening night performance":) Tiffany T. Smith.

“Try to outlive the competition,” Ron Gephart.

“Especially with Screen Acting, it is VITAL that you listen to the 
other actor-the audience will learn from your reactions more than 
the words being spoken,” Sarah Dawn Kelly.

“IVANNA CHUBBUCK's book The Power Of The Actor. Find a class and 
keep studying. I have learned more concrete technique in three 
months of class with Victor Love's EvolvAtlanta 
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(www.evolvatlanta.com) class than over the decade of my entire 
professional career as an equity actor...and that doesn't include 
my years of "study" in University settings. First lesson of the 
book is Scene Objectives. Blows my mind how much sense it makes 
AND how it never NEVER fails to engage EVERYONE watching and 
participating. Of course! Never NEVER stop learning. When I am not 
working in a show I am working on my craft!” Minka Wiltz.

“"Show, don't tell." I've had a couple of coaches and taken a 
handful of classes from different teachers and the best teacher 
that I had was excellent at making it clear that if you have to 
explain anything you're doing, you aren't in the moment and you 
aren't believable. Any form of over-acting would be considered 
"telling" instead of showing. Hopefully I'm making sense. :)” 
Cayden Kelby.

“"Don't be afraid to fail." Took me a while to really hold on to 
but you think about all the great performances, how many different 
iterations of that character did the actor fail with until they 
got it right?” Thomas Bailey.

“LISTEN & my advice...wear the character SHOE'S from the 
first day of rehearsal to the final curtain!” Meg Myles.

“One moment/action/movement at a time. Be in the moment. 
Don't reflect back. Don't think ahead. Trust in the moment. 
Commit totally to it.” Margaret Jones.

“We have two ears and one mouth. Use them in those proportions,” 
Paul Statman.

“"Now make it real" From the late, great Stephen Joseph, theatre 
director and teacher and innovator of Theatre in the Round in 
England,” Shirley Jaffe.

“Know your lines very well... and trust yourself. All the 
research/backstory/actioning stuff needs to be dumped before you 
hit the stage/set.... for myself I don’t use any tools in my 
acting toolbox until I know my lines and trust myself.. because 
then my thoughts are character ones.. not my own. 
Seems stupid to action/subtext stuff first.. trust your own acting 
instincts FIRST.. only start applying the other stuff if directors 
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or badly written (so the instinct cant fly!) text needs help!” 
Marysia Trembecka.

“"Don´t do or say anithing util you feel the provocation to do or 
say it" Sanford Meissner. "Don´t lie, don´t lie the public, don´t 
lie the camera and specially don´t lie yourself" Benito Zambrano. 
"Trust in your preparation and just listen, don´t act" Tony Barr. 
"Search a concrete goal, focus and then try to hide it, the camera 
will capture it" Manuel Martín Cuenca.” Jon Urraza.

“ Don't "act."” Christopher W. Hall.

A BIG THANK YOU TO ALL WHO 
CONTRIBUTED TO THIS ARTICLE!!
**If you want to contribute also email me your best acting advice to:

mail@ozemag.com
If you want to connect with any of the contributors you can catch them on 

LinkedIn and Stage 32.

Cheers,
Evette Henderson, (Actor/Writer/Coach/Author/Filmmaker/Journalist)

P.S. FEEL FREE TO SHARE THIS DOCUMENT WITH YOUR FRIENDS!
** READ ON FOR MORE DETAILS ABOUT MY NEW BOOK...
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Hi there actor lover,

If you like Great Acting Advice From Around The World then you’re going to love my trilogy of 
exciting books on acting for film and televison:
1. Secrets To Showbiz - you can already purchase this online at my website below.
2. A Perfect Performance - to be released soon.
3. Awesome Scripts For Young Actors - to be released soon.

Secrets To Showbiz 
A collection of candid interviews with celebrities and industry professionals from the film and 
television industry.
It’s a MUST HAVE bible for anyone pursuing their creative dream. Over 100 pages of inside 
secrets and tops tips. Learn how these industry- heavy-weights got their first big break. Some of 
these interviews are not available online. This is an access all areas pass to the film and TV 
industry.

www.ozemag.com 

A Perfect Performance
Covering topics such as the actor’s main tools, performance ready preparation, warm-ups, 
comprehensive script analysis and character development, 5 essential things every actor must 
have, how to raise the stakes in a scene and loads of hot performance tips.
Based entirely on my knowledge and experience as an actor, writer, coach, filmmaker, and 
journalist having interviewed over 100 industry professionals from the film and television industry 
including directors and casting directors. As well as years of research and exploration of various 
popular Hollywood acting techniques.

Awesome Scripts For Young Actors
This has been five years of writing and testing on my acting students. Over 40 original 
monologues, duologues and group scenes for young actors 13-30 years. If you’re looking for 
something extraordinary, unique and ‘meaty’ to sink your creative teeth into then look no further. 
Screen writing and working with young actors in a training environment and on set is what I do 
best. I know how to bring out your best performance. You’ll be able to too now by buying my book.

SIGN UP FOR MY FREE E-NEWS TO STAY UPDATED ON WHEN A PERFECT 
PERFORMANCE AND AWESOME SCRIPTS FOR YOUNG ACTORS ARE RELEASED ONLINE. 
GO TO:

www.ozemag.com
Here’s to your creative success,
Evette Henderson
www.evettehenderson.com

P.S. FEEL FREE TO SHARE THIS DOCUMENT WITH YOUR FRIENDS!
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